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ABSTRACT
The finance industry has a long history of requiring low latency
access to large time-sensitive, mission critical data sets. This
demand has prompted broad investment in distributed, in-memory
technologies. Similar movements away from disk-based storage
can be seen in a variety of other industries [DJ09, SZ09] and in
the academic database field [MS07]. It is our view that
developments in distributed caching and database technologies are
converging. For example technologies such as H-Store [RK08],
representing a state of the art OLTP database, shares many
similarities and some important differences, when compared to the
solution presented here.
This talk describes ODC, a distributed, in-memory data store that
has emerged from the distributed caching / NoSQL space as an
alternative approach to Enterprise Application data storage and
processing. We discuss two key characteristics that differentiate
our approach:
- The use of a Star Schema to model data in a semi-normalized
form across a data grid. This approach avoids distributed
transactions when updating dimensions as well as reducing the
memory consumption that can be prohibitive in volatile MVCC
[PB81] architectures. The result is a store that provides both low
latency and high bandwidth access to medium sized data sets.
- Both query and real time, event based views are provided by the
ODC which uses messaging as a system of record. This moves the
programming model away from the traditional query-only
paradigm.
We further demonstrate how analysis of data volatility and
volumes allow us to create a storage topology that mitigates
network access during the join process, whilst retaining data
normalization. Joins run across the various entities stored in the
grid, referencing only in-memory data.
The schema is defined using Java object graphs with annotations
that specify the storage topology. Data can either be distributed
(for large volume, volatile entities, denoted Facts) or replicated
(for lower volume, less volatile entities, denoted Dimensions). As
the data store and client application use the same language (Java),
business processing can easily be moved to Stored Procedure and
Trigger equivalents, which can be executed on in-memory data
directly in the grid.
ODC uses Oracle Coherence to provide a distributed data
structure and durable, horizontally scalable messaging is used as
the system of record. Consistency between static and

asynchronous views over the data is provided via a variation of
the Distributed Snapshot model [DKC85]. We describe how being
event-driven enriches the store’s programming model on both
server and client.
We demonstrate results from the ODC’s current implementation, a
medium sized in-memory store of around 300 GB. A single
request for a fully populated object graph completes in around a
millisecond and bulk operations are network limited to the
aggregated bandwidth of the cluster.
Some of the restrictions of the model are discussed including the
need to simplify the contract between client and store to retain
scalability. Finally we reflect back on the convergence between
the ODC’s approach and other prominent technologies from the
database industry.
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